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Abstract

We focus on environmental funds aimed at public abatement financed by tax revenue and obtain the

result that governments should finance environmental funds with tariff revenue rather than pollution tax

revenue in order to increase the funds and welfare when governments increase a pollution tax or reduce a

tariff. These results are relevant for countries where an import competing sector protected by a tariff

generates pollution emissions and the government seeks the revenues earmarked for the financing of

environmental funds. We also show that the optimal pollution tax rate/tariff rate is higher/lower under tariff

revenue-financed public abatement than it is under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the private sector and/or the public sector undertake environmental protection

activities such as pollution abatement. These activities are usually financed by specific funds aimed at

environmental protection. This fund is commonly thought of as environmental fund. In particular,

comprehensive environmental funds (CEF) established in transition economies in Central and Eastern

Europe are the notable example of the above mentioned role of environmental funds. Regarding these

countries, governments levy various pollution charges on polluting sectors and the accruing revenues are

earmarked for the financing of pollution abatement activities such as waste water treatment plants,

municipal waste disposal sites, etc1  (see OECD 1995). These activities are known as public abatement and
it has a significant role in pollution abatement activities. According to a recent survey conducted by

Hatzipanayotou et al. (2003), the proportion of public expenditure within total expenditure on the

abatement of water pollution in the early 1990s in the USA was 66 percent 2 . As for air pollution
abatement, the proportions of public abatement in the Netherlands and the UK are 55 percent and 30

percent, respectively.

In the academic literature, there are many studies concerning public abatement, and most use international

trade theory (see, for instance, Bovenberg and Ploeg 1994; Khan, 1995; Chao and Yu 1999; and

Hatzipanayotou et al., 2002, 2003, 2005). In particular, Chao and Yu (1999) is a pioneering study in that

they introduce tax revenue-financed public abatement in a trade theoretical context. They analyze the

welfare consequences of foreign aid when the aid recipient country finances public abatement with

pollution taxes and foreign aid. Hatzipanayotou et al. (2002) show the welfare effects of foreign aid in the

presence of cross-border pollution when the recipient government adopts public abatement activities

financed by foreign aid and pollution taxes. The result indicates that an increase in the perception of cross-

border pollution by the donor increases the optimal amount of foreign aid. Hatzipanayotou et al. (2003,

2005) examine comprehensive environmental policy reforms including a change in the pollution tax rate

and derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for welfare improvement by the reform in the presence

of pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. Reflecting upon these studies, it is commonly assumed

that pollution tax revenue is earmarked for the financing of public abatement. Understandably, this

assumption comes from the conventional notion that the purpose of pollution taxes is to ensure

environmental protection, and thus pollution tax revenue tends to be used for environmental protection

activities. Yet, strong reliance on pollution taxes to finance public abatement activities comes with one

important caveat. That is, a reduction in private outputs, and thereby pollution emissions as a result of an

increase in pollution taxes (i.e., private abatement) leads to a decrease in pollution tax revenue because the

tax base depends primarily on the amount of pollution emissions. Consequently, as the amount of

emissions declines, the tax base is eroded, undermining further public abatement activities. This implies

that private abatement undertaken by the private sector would be incompatible with public abatement

undertaken by the public sector, if the accruing revenues from pollution taxes are earmarked for the
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financing of public abatement. This is a very serious concern for countries where pollution abatement is

undertaken by both the private and public sectors (e.g., Central and Eastern Europe) 3 . In this context,
Haibara (2006) examines tariff revenue-financed public abatement and analyzes the welfare consequences

of a tariff. Haibara opens up the possibility of considering general tax revenue, including tariff revenue 4 ,
as a possible source of finance for public abatement even when governments reduce a tariff. This finding is

a noteworthy for developing countries where the collection of pollution tax revenue is difficult. Based on

this finding, however, we can pose the question of which tax revenue—pollution tax revenue or tariff

revenue—should be earmarked for the financing of public abatement in order to increase public abatement

and welfare when the government alters a pollution tax or a tariff.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate tax revenue-financed public abatement, which is thought of as

environmental funds, and obtain a welfare-superior policy between pollution tax revenue-financed public

abatement and tariff revenue-financed public abatement for when governments change a pollution tax or a

tariff. By doing so, we can obtain an appropriate environmental fund that can sustain public abatement.

Also, we derive the optimal tax rate including the optimal tariff rate in order to see whether the

harmonization of free trade and environmental protection could be achieved in the presence of tax revenue-

financed public abatement. The results obtained in this paper are relevant for countries in which an import

competing sector protected by a tariff generates pollution as a by-product 5  and the government seeks the
revenues earmarked for the financing of environmental funds (e.g., many economies of Central and Eastern

Europe).

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 develops the model of tax revenue-financed public abatement.

In section 3, we analyze the effects of a pollution tax on welfare under the situations in which either

pollution tax revenue or tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of public abatement. In doing so, we

can obtain a welfare-superior policy between pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement and tariff

revenue-financed public abatement. Section 4 examines the effects of a tariff on welfare and demonstrates

the same analysis of section 3. Section 5 shows the optimal tax rate on the basis of the results shown in

sections 3 and 4. Section 6 concludes.

2. The Model

We assume a small open economy producing two private goods, good x and good y, where good x is an

importable good protected by a tariff and good y is an exportable good. The production of good x generates

pollution emissions, whereas production of good y does not generate any pollution. In this sense, good x is

a dirty good and good y is a clean good. The government imposes a pollution tax on the private producer of

good x in order to abate pollution through a reduction in production (i.e., private abatement). At the same

time, the public sector itself also abates pollution emissions (i.e., public abatement) by importing public
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abatement from abroad 6 . To describe the production side more formally, we use the following revenue
function:

)}v(T)z,y,x(:tzypx{max)v,t,p(R
z,y,x

∈−+=

where p denotes the domestic relative price of good x in terms of good y, x and y are the output levels of

good x and good y, respectively, z denotes the amount of pollution emissions generated from the production

of good x, t is the pollution tax rate, v denotes the set of private factors used in the production of the private
good, and )v(T  is the country’s technology set. As v does not vary in this paper, we reduce the expression

for the revenue function to )t,p(R . Also, we assume that the production of good x is protected by a tariff

and it thus gives rise to a wedge between the international relative price of good x and the domestic relative

price of good x,  such that spp * += , where *p denotes the exogenously given international relative

price of good x and s denotes the tariff rate. Regarding the revenue function, it is commonly known
that 0>∂∂== p/xR,xR ppp . We also have:

z)t,p(R −=                                  (1)

From equation (1), we make the usual assumption of 0>∂−∂= t/zRtt , which indicates that an increase

in the pollution tax rate reduces pollution emissions. This implies that private abatement is undertaken by
the private sector. We also assume that 0<∂−∂= p/zRtp , which indicates that an increase in the relative

price of good x raises the amount of pollution emissions. The opposite case also holds true: that a reduction

in the price of good x by reducing the tariff (e.g., trade liberalization) lowers the amount of pollution

emissions.

Turning to the demand side of the economy, the following expenditure function characterizes the

households’ consumption activities:

}u)r,C,C(u:CpC{min)u,r,p(E yxyxC,C yx

≥+=

where yx CC 　and　  denote the compensated demands of good x and good y, respectively, gzr −= 7

denotes the net amount of pollution that households receive, and g denotes the amount of public abatement
imported from abroad. Regarding the expenditure function, we know that 0<= ppxp E,CE  and 0>uE ,

where uE  is the reciprocal of the marginal utility of income. In this context, we assume that 0>puE

because good x is assumed to be a normal good. Also, we know that 0>zE , which is commonly known

as the marginal damage of pollution. Regarding this, pollution harms the utility of households, and thus
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households should increase their expenditure so as to maintain a constant utility. In this sense, 0>zE is

the marginal willingness to pay for a reduction in pollution (see Copeland 1994).

The economy’s budget constraint can be expressed as:

　　 psM)(tz)()t,p(R)u,r,p(E βα −+−+= 11 　　　　　　　     　(2)

The first term of the right-hand side of equation (2) )t,p(R  represents factor income from the

production of private goods, while the second term, tz)( α−1 , and the third term, psM)( β−1 , indicate

pollution tax revenue and tariff revenue redistributed to households, respectively. In this context, one

should recall that the government imports public abatement from abroad and the cost incurred is financed

by pollution tax revenue and/or tariff revenue. Hence, we assume that a fraction of pollution tax revenue,
α , and/or a fraction of tariff revenue, β , is earmarked for the financing of public abatement. With this in

mind, the budget constraint for public abatement can be expressed as:

pg sMtzgP βα +=                                 (3)

where gP  denotes the exogenously given international price of public abatement, tzα  denotes the

earmarked pollution tax revenue, and psMβ  denotes the earmarked tariff revenue. In other words, tzα

and psMβ  represent environmental funds aimed at public abatement. By using equations (1), (2), and (3),

we obtain a change in three endogenous variables, including z, g, and u, by altering two exogenous policy

variables, t and s. As a result, we can obtain a welfare-superior policy between solely pollution tax revenue-
financed public abatement (i.e., )0=β and solely tariff revenue-financed public abatement (i.e., )0=α .

3. The Welfare Consequences of a Pollution Tax

The effects of the pollution tax on the unknown variables z, g, and u are derived with the aid of

comparative statics 8 . Firstly, we examine the case in which a fraction of pollution tax revenue is
earmarked for the financing of public abatement while tariff revenue is returned to households (i.e.,

), 010 =<< βα . We have:

Δα /)tRz()sEE(dt/dg ttpuu −−=                          (4)

ΔαΔ /)sEPE)(tRz(/]sRR)sEtE[(Pdt/du prgrttptttprrg −−−+−−−=        (5)

where 0>−= gpuu P)sEE(Δ 9  is the determinant of the matrix of the coefficients of the unknown

variables. Equation (4), 1−−=−−= gttttpuu P)tRz(/)tRz()sEE(dt/dg αΔα , measures the change in
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public abatement by changing the pollution tax. Regarding the right-hand side of equation (4), the sign is

ambiguous when governments increase the pollution tax. The reason for this ambiguity is attributable to the

following two opposing effects. Firstly, a reduction in pollution emissions as a result of private abatement

reduces the pollution tax revenue earmarked for the financing of public abatement and thereby public

abatement, as shown by the second term of the right-hand side of equation (4), 01 <− −
gtt PtRα . Secondly,

an increase in the pollution tax can increase pollution tax revenue because the tax rate of the pollution tax is

higher than before and it raises public abatement, as shown by the first term of the right-hand side of

equation (4), 01 >−
gzPα . The relative strength of these opposing effects determines the change in public

abatement following an increase in the pollution tax. Under these circumstances, let us assume that

0>− tttRz , which is ensured by the elasticity of pollution emissions with respect to the pollution tax rate

being smaller than unity 1<−= ttt R/tRε ! , then an increase in the pollution tax increases public

abatement. The reason is that a small elasticity of pollution emissions with respect to the pollution tax rate

indicates that a reduction in the amount of pollution emissions would not be so substantial that the

government could procure the pollution tax revenue earmarked for the financing of public abatement! , and

hence public abatement rises. Conversely, when we assume that 1>ε , an increase in the pollution tax

reduces pollution emissions so substantially that it would erode the tax base of public abatement. As a

consequence, the government cannot procure the pollution tax revenue earmarked for the financing of

public abatement, and public abatement declines. Hence, public abatement would not be compatible with

the private abatement undertaken by increasing the pollution tax under 1>ε . Regarding the change in the

net amount of pollution following an increase in the pollution tax, we can derive this figure with the aid of

equations (1) and (4) such that )]tRz(RP[Pdt/dr ttttgg −+−= − α1 . It is straightforward to obtain that an

increase in the pollution tax lowers the net amount of pollution if we assume that 0≥− tttRz , which is

ensured by 1≤−= ttt R/tRε .

Equation (5) shows the welfare consequences of the pollution tax when the government finances public

abatement with pollution tax revenue. Observing the right-hand side of equation (5), the first bracket of the
right-hand side, Δ/]sRR)sEtE[(P ptttprrg −−− , captures the private abatement effect arising from an

increase in the pollution tax. Regarding this term, if we assume that the marginal damage of pollution is

greater than the pollution tax, tEr > , and the consumption of importable good (i.e., good x) is a substitute
for pollution, 0<prE , then an increase in the pollution tax has a positive impact on welfare through the

pollution abatement undertaken by the private sector (i.e., private abatement). Intuitively, a reduction in

pollution emissions by increasing the pollution tax undermines pollution tax revenue returned to

households, and, as a result, a welfare loss arises. Nevertheless, under the assumption, which says that the
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pollution tax is small enough to ensure tEr > , then the tax revenue loss is so negligible that it is dominated
by the gains from environmental clean-up undertaken by private abatement. Also, the assumption 0<prE

prevails, that a reduction in pollution emissions by means of private abatement increases the consumption

of importable good and thereby imports, which is conducive to an increase in tariff revenue returned to
households. Finally, the assumption 0<∂−∂= t/xRpt  is also conducive to an increase in tariff revenue,

because an increase in the pollution tax reduces the production of good x, and, as a result, households must

rely on imports of good x. These private abatement effects, which consist of the gains from an

environmental clean-up and an increase in tariff revenue returned to households, increase welfare.
The second bracket in equation (5), Δα /)sEPE)(tRz( prgrtt −−− , measures the public abatement

effect. In this context, one should recall that an increase in the pollution tax raises public abatement under

the assumption 0>− tttRz , which implies 1<ε . In this case, when public abatement is under-provided,
implying gr PE > , which means that the marginal willingness to pay for pollution abatement is greater

than the cost of public abatement, an increase in the pollution tax raises welfare through an increase in

public abatement. However, an increase in the pollution tax undermines welfare as a result of a reduction in

public abatement if 0<− tttRz , which implies 1>ε .

Next, we analyze the welfare consequences of the pollution tax in the case that all pollution tax revenue

is returned to households while a fraction of tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of public
abatement (i.e., 100 <<= βα , ).The results of comparative statics show:

Ωβ /]REREER)tE(E[sdt/dg ptuttpruttzpu −−−=                  (6)

Ωβββ /}sR)(R]sE)(tE){[sEP(dt/du ptttprrprg −−−−−+= 11

Ωββ /]sE)(E)[RRE(s prrptttpr −−+− 1                 (7)

Equation (7) can be rewritten as:
Ω/}sRR]sEtE{[Pdt/du ptttprrg −−−=

Ωβ /}sR)EP()tP(RsE{ ptrggttpr −+−+                 (7)’

where ]sE)(E[sE)sEP](sE)(E[ prrpuprgpuu ββββΩ −−−+−−= 11  is the determinant of the

matrix of the coefficients of the unknown variables and its sign is positive by stability12 .
Equation (6) shows the effect of a change in the pollution tax on public abatement when governments

finance public abatement using tariff revenue. In this context, under the familiar assumptions that tEr >

and 0<prE then an increase in the pollution tax increases public abatement. The explanation is

straightforward. A reduction in pollution emissions by the pollution tax raises the demand for imports
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because of the relationship between pollution emissions and the consumption of good x (i.e., importable
good), 0<prE . The increased imports raise tariff revenue and thereby public abatement because a

fraction of tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of public abatement. Also, as mentioned earlier, an

increase in the pollution tax reduces the production of good x and raises the imports of good x. This is also

conducive to an increase in tariff revenue and public abatement, as shown by the final term in the bracket
of the right-hand side of equation (6), 0>− Ωβ /RsE ptu . Finally, when the gains from an environmental

clean-up are greater than the pollution tax revenue loss, an increase in the pollution tax can increase the

utility of households and, therefore, the consumption of good x, because good x is a normal good. This

effect also increases tariff revenue and, therefore, public abatement, as captured by the first term in the
bracket of the right-hand side of equation (6), 0>− Ωβ /R)tE(sE ttrpu . Hence, under the assumptions

tEr >  and 0<prE , private abatement undertaken by the private sector is compatible with public

abatement undertaken by the public sector when the government increases the pollution tax under tariff

revenue-financed public abatement. With this in mind, we can obtain a change in the net amount of
pollution with the aid of the equation dt/dgdt/dzdt/dr −= . From this equation, we know that

0<−= ttRdt/dz , and hence we can obtain 0<dt/dr  if 0>dt/dg .

Equation (7) shows the welfare consequences of the pollution tax when the government finances public

abatement using tariff revenue. The first term of the right-hand side of equation (7)’
Ω/}sRR]sEtE{[P ptttprrg −−−  captures the private abatement effect on welfare. It states that an

increase in the pollution tax increases welfare under the familiar assumptions tEr >  and 0<prE . As

mentioned earlier, an increase in the pollution tax reduces the amount of pollution emissions and, therefore,

raises welfare if we assume that tEr > , which implies that the gains from an environmental clean-up are

larger than the pollution tax revenue loss. Also, a reduction in pollution emissions by increasing the

pollution tax increases imports and, therefore, tariff revenue returned to households under the assumption
0<prE . Thus, pollution abatement undertaken by the private sector is conducive to welfare improvement

when governments increase the pollution tax under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. The second
term of the right-hand side of equation (7)’ Ωβ /}sR)EP()tP(RsE{ ptrggttpr −+−  captures the public

abatement effect, and this has a positive impact on welfare if we assume that 0<prE  , gr PE > ,

and gPt > . In this context, one should recall equation (6), that an increase in the pollution tax has a positive

impact on public abatement under the assumption 0<prE . In these circumstances, if public abatement is

under-provided in the economy, gr PE > , an increase in public abatement by increasing the pollution tax

can raise welfare through an increase in public abatement. Also, the assumption, which says that the cost of
public abatement is substantially small enough to guarantee gPt > , ensures the welfare improvement by

increasing the pollution tax. That is, if the cost of public abatement is substantially high, we should earmark

a significant amount of domestic tax revenue for public abatement, which would be otherwise returned to

households, thus giving rise to welfare loss. Overall, an increase in the pollution tax leads to a welfare
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improvement by means of the private and the public abatement effects under the assumptions tEr > ,

gr PE > , gPt >  and 0<prE .

With these results in mind, we can obtain a welfare-superior policy between pollution tax revenue-

financed public abatement and tariff revenue-financed public abatement. To this end, we compare both the

numerators and the denominators of the right-hand side of equations (4) and (7)’ such that:

)sEPE)(tRz(]sRR)sEtE[(PA prgrttptttprrgt −−−+−−−= αα

]RE)tP(R)EP[(s]sRR)sEtE[(PA ttprgptrgptttprrg
'
t −+−+−−−= β

where tA  and '
tA  denote the numerators of equation (4) and (7)’, respectively. Then we can

obtain )sEPE)((R]RE)tP(R)EP[(sAA prgrtttprgptrgt
'
t −−−+−+−=− εαβ 1 . Regarding this, we

have the inequality t
'
t AA >  if we assume that 0<<< prrgg E,EP,tP , and 1≥ε . Turning to the

denominators, we know:

)sEE(P puug −=Δ

]sE)(E[sE)sEP](sE)(E[ prrpuprgpuu ββββΩ −−−+−−= 11

rpupugprgu EsEsE)(P)sEP(E βββ −−−+= 1

where Δ  and Ω  denote the denominators of equations (4) and (7)’, respectively and we know 0>Δ  and
0>Ω . Regarding this, we have 01 >−+−=− pugprupur sE)(P)EEEE(s ββΩΔ  under the

assumption 0<prE . Hence, we can conclude that tariff revenue-financed public abatement is a welfare

superior policy compared with under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement when the

government increases the pollution tax. We can state the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Suppose the government increases a pollution tax under pollution tax revenue-financed

public abatement or under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. In these circumstances, if the
following assumptions are established—(ⅰ) the cost of public pollution abatement is so small that gPt >

and public abatement is under-provided rg EP < ; (ⅱ) the marginal willingness to pay for pollution

abatement is higher than the pollution tax rate tEr > ; (ⅲ) the consumption of the importable good is a
substitute for pollution 0<prE ; and (ⅳ) the elasticity of pollution emissions with respect to the pollution
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tax rate is substantial enough to guarantee 1≥ε —then tariff revenue-financed public abatement is a

welfare-superior policy.

As mentioned in the introduction, pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement generates a loss in

public abatement because the tax base of public abatement declines as a result of a reduction in the amount

of pollution emissions. In particular, when the elasticity of pollution emissions with respect to the pollution

tax rate is greater than unity, private abatement undertaken by the private sector cannot increase public

abatement under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. However, this dilemma may not arise

under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. It depends primarily on the assumption that consumption

of the importable good is a substitute for pollution. This assumption should be valid in terms of the

example provided by Copeland (1994), that when pollution destroys wildness, the demand for hiking boots

declines, which implies that the consumption is a substitute for pollution emissions. In these circumstances,

we can conclude that tariff revenue is a possible source of environmental funds, as suggested by Haibara

(2006), and tariff revenue is a more suitable source of environmental funds than pollution tax revenue in

terms of welfare improvement.

4. The Welfare Consequences of a Tariff

We now turn to the welfare consequences of a tariff when either pollution tax revenue or tariff revenue

is earmarked for the financing of public abatement. Firstly, we analyze the effects of trade liberalization on

unknown variables under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. The comparative statics results

are:

Δα /)sEE(tRds/dg puutp −−=      　　　　　　　　　　(8)

   　 ΔαΔ /)sEEP(tR/]sMR)sEtE[(Pds/du prrgtppptpprrg +−++−−=                  (9)

Equation (8) measures the effect of the tariff on public abatement under pollution tax revenue-financed

public abatement. The right-hand side of equation (8), 01 >−=−− −
gtppuutp PtR/)sEE(tR αΔα , which

implies that an increase in the tariff raises public abatement, suggests that trade liberalization as a result of

reducing the tariff decreases public abatement. This can be intuitively explained by the fact that a reduction

in the tariff reduces the amount of pollution emissions through a reduction in the output of good x, which is

pollution generating. The lower pollution emissions reduce pollution tax revenue and, as a result, public

abatement declines because pollution tax revenue is earmarked for the financing of it. With respect to a

change in pollution by the tariff, we can obtain this figure with the aid of equations (1) and (8) such that
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tpgtp RPtRds/dr −= −1α . In this equation, there are two opposing effects, which consist of the private

abatement effect achieved by the tariff, tpR− , and the public abatement effect achieved by the earmarking

of pollution tax revenue for the financing of public abatement, 1−
gtp PtRα . In this context, if the private

abatement effect dominates the public abatement effect, as ensured by tPg α> , then it follows that

0>ds/dr . This implies that trade liberalization undertaken by reducing the tariff lowers the net amount of

pollution. Intuitively, when a pollution tax is small, the pollution tax revenue loss would be negligible and,

therefore the public abatement effect, which has a negative impact on pollution abatement, would be

dominated by the private abatement effect, which has a positive impact on pollution abatement.

Equation (9) shows the welfare consequences of the tariff when governments finance public abatement

with pollution tax revenue. Observing the right-hand side of equation (9), the first term,
Δ/]sMR)sEtE[(P pptpprrg +−− , captures the private abatement effect arising from reducing the tariff.

Regarding this term, the familiar assumptions that , such that tEr >  and 0<prE  ensure that the private

abatement effect achieved by trade liberalization has a positive impact on welfare. In particular, the private

abatement effect consists of two positive impacts on welfare. They are the gains from environmental clean

up and the gains from trade. Namely, the gains from environmental clean-up arise from a reduction in the

tariff through a decrease in the production of good x, which is pollution generating, and hence the utility of

households increases. In contrast, a reduction in pollution emissions reduces the pollution tax revenue

returned to households and therefore harms households’ utility. However, this negative impact on welfare

can be dominated by the gains from environmental clean-up, which has a positive impact on welfare under

the assumption tEr > . On the other hand, the gains from trade liberalization can increase the demand for
imports, which is achieved by a reduction in the domestic price of good x, 0<ppM , and by a reduction in

pollution (i.e., private abatement), 0<prE . These effects are conducive to welfare improvement achieved

by trade liberalization. The second term, Δα /)sEEP(tR prrgtp +− , captures the public abatement effect.

If public abatement is under-provided in the economy and the assumption 0<prE  prevails, then trade

liberalization undertaken by reducing the tariff reduces welfare. In this context, one should recall that trade

liberalization reduces public abatement under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement (see

equation (8)), and hence it undermines welfare on the ground that the amount of public abatement is under-

provided in the economy. Also, a reduction in public abatement may increase the net amount of pollution.

As a consequence, the demand for the consumption of good x, and thereby tariff revenue, would be

undermined because of the assumption that the consumption of good x (i.e., importable good) is a substitute
for pollution as 0<prE . Hence, the welfare consequences of reducing the tariff under pollution tax

revenue-financed public abatement are determined by the relative strengths of the private abatement effect

and the public abatement effect.
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Next, we analyze the welfare consequences of the tariff under tariff revenue-financed public abatement.

The results of comparative statics show:
Ωββ /)sMMRsE](sE)(E[ds/dg ppptpprpuu −−−−−= 1

Ωββ /}sMR]tsE)(E{[sE pptpprrpu +−−−+ 1                 (10)

Ωββββ /)sEP}(M)(sMR]tsE)(E{[ds/du prgppptpprr +−−+−−−= 11

Ωββββ /)sMMRsE](sE)(E[ ppptpprprr −−−−− 1                 (11)

Equation (11) can be rewritten as:

ΩβΩ /]sMR)tP(s[E/]sMR)tsEE[(Pds/du pptpgprpptpprrg +−++−−=

Ωβ /)sMM)(sEPE( pppprgr +−−+ 　　　　                      (11)’

Equation (10) shows the effect of a change in public abatement when governments alter the tariff rate. One

finds that the sign of the right-hand side of the equation is ambiguous. The reason for this ambiguity is

attributed to a change in the tax base of public abatement by the tariff. Whether the amount of the tax base

rises or not depends on the elasticity of import demand with respect to the tariff. If we assume that
01 ≥−−=−− )(MsMM pppp φ , which implies that the elasticity of import demand with respect to the

tariff rate is greater than or equal to unity, 1≥−= ppp M/sMφ , then trade liberalization achieved by

reducing the tariff increases public abatement under the assumptions tEr >  and 0<prE . Intuitively,

when the elasticity of import demand with respect to a tariff is large, trade liberalization increases the

demand for imports so much as a result of a reduction in the domestic price of an importable good that

governments can earn substantial tariff revenue, which is earmarked for the financing of public abatement.

Hence, public abatement rises by reducing the tariff. Also, a reduction in the tariff raises tariff revenue

indirectly through a reduction in the production of the importable good (i.e., good x) and by a reduction in

the amount of pollution emissions. That is, a reduction in the production of the importable good induces

households to increase imports. Furthermore, a reduction in pollution emissions by reducing the tariff
increases imports because of the assumption 0<prE . These effects of trade liberalization are conducive

to an increase in tariff revenue! , thereby increasing public abatement.

Equation (11) shows the welfare effects of the tariff when tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of

public abatement. Regarding the first term of the right-hand side of equation (11)’
Ω/}sMR]tsEE{[P pptpprrg +−− , if we assume that tEr > and 0<prE , then the sign of these terms
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are negative. This implies that trade liberalization undertaken by reducing the tariff has a positive impact on
welfare. That is, the gains from trade arise Ω/sMP ppg , such that a reduction in the tariff reduces the

consumer price of the importable good and thereby increases imports. Also, the gains from environmental
clean-up arise Ω/R]tsEE[P tpprrg −− because of private abatement, such that a reduction in the tariff

reduces pollution and thereby increases welfare under the assumption 0<prE . The second and third terms

of the right-hand side of equation (11)’ capture the public abatement effect, which has a positive impact on

welfare as a result of reducing the tariff under the assumptions, such
that ,1≥φ 0<prE , 0<−<− tpppg R/sMtP , and gr PE > . It is straightforward to understand that a

reduction in the tariff increases tariff revenue by means of an expansion of imports ensured by the
assumption ,1≥φ  and the increased tariff revenue raises public abatement, as shown by equation (10). The

increased public abatement increases welfare if public abatement is under-provided, gr PE >  and the cost

of public abatement is small, tPg < .

With these results in mind, we obtain a welfare-superior policy between pollution tax revenue-financed

public abatement and tariff revenue-financed public abatement when governments reduce the tariff. In

doing so, we define:

)sEEP(tR]sMR)sEtE[(PA prrgtppptpprrgs +−++−−= α

]sMR)tP(s[E}sMR]tsEE{[PA pptpgprpptpprrg
'
s +−++−−= β

Ωβ /)sMM)(sEPE( pppprgr +−−+

where sA  and '
sA  denote the numerators of equation (9) and (11)’, respectively. We have

prpptpgprrgtpp
'
ss sE]sMR)tP[()sEEP](tR)(M[AA βαϕβ +−−+−+−=− 1 . Regarding this

equation, if we assume that 0<−<− tpppg R/sMtP , gr PE > , 1≥ϕ  and 0<prE , then we have

0>− '
ss AA , which implies '

ss AA < if sA  and '
sA are assumed to be nagative. In terms of the

denominators of equations (9) and (11), we know 0>− ΩΔ . Hence, we can conclude that the magnitude

of the welfare improvement is higher under tariff revenue-financed public abatement than it is under

pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement when governments reduce the tariff. The following

proposition summarizes these results.

Proposition 2 Suppose the government reduces a tariff under pollution tax revenue-financed public

abatement or under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. In these circumstances, if the following
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assumptions are established—(ⅰ) the cost of public abatement is small enough to ensure gPt > , and

public abatement is under-provided rg EP < ; (ⅱ) the marginal willingness to pay for pollution abatement

is higher than the pollution tax rate tEr > ; (ⅲ) the consumption of the importable good is a substitute
for pollution 0<prE ; and (ⅳ) the elasticity of import demand with respect to the tariff rate is substantial

enough to guarantee 1≥φ —then tariff revenue-financed public abatement is a welfare-superior policy.

From propositions 1 and 2, we learn that earmarking pollution tax revenue for the financing of public

abatement is not a welfare-superior policy when governments increase the pollution tax or reduce the tariff.

The main reason behind this outcome is tax base erosion arising from a reduction in the amount of

pollution emissions under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. This, however, may call for

trade protectionism on the ground that an increase in the tariff or introduction of a tariff can increase the tax

base of public abatement as a result of an increase in the amount of pollution emissions. To see this,

consider, for instance, the special case in which governments introduce a tariff under pollution tax revenue-

financed public abatement. The welfare consequences of the introduction of a tariff can be obtained by

setting 0=s  in equation (9). We have:

Δα /)]EP(t)tE(P[Rds/du rgrgtps −+−=
=0 　　　　　　　　　(9)’

Observing the right-hand side of equation (9), the introduction of a tariff increases welfare if the marginal

willingness to pay for pollution abatement is equal to the pollution tax rate tEr =  , and public abatement is
under-provided gr PE > . Intuitively, if the government imposes a tariff on good x then the amount of

pollution emissions rises because good x is a polluting good. In this context, an increase in the amount of

pollution emissions does not harm welfare under the assumption tEr = . Because welfare loss arising from

an increase in pollution emissions is offset by welfare gain arising from an increase in the pollution tax

revenue returned to households.

Furthermore, an increase in pollution emissions undertaken by introducing a tariff increases the tax base of

public abatement under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement, and thus public abatement rises14 .
The increased public abatement raises welfare because public abatement is under-provided gr PE > . This

result may run counter to our intuition in the sense that a tariff is conventionally thought of as an

environmentally harmful policy if the tariff protects the dirty sector. However, this negative impact of the

tariff on the environment can be outweighed by means of an increase in public abatement as a result of

introducing a tariff.

On the other hand, one obtains the welfare consequences of increasing the pollution tax when the tariff is

zero and pollution tax revenue is earmarked for the financing of public abatement. By using equation (5),

we have:
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ΔαΔ /)PE)(tRz(/R)tE(Pdt/du grttttrgs −−+−=
=0                (5)’

Regarding the right-hand side of equation (5)’, if we assume tEr = then the welfare consequences of a

pollution tax depend primarily on the elasticity of the pollution emissions with respect to the pollution tax

rate )(RtRz ttt ε−−=− 1 . It follows that welfare declines by increasing the pollution tax if we assume
1>ε  and gr PE > . From equations (5)’ and (9)’, we can state the following proposition.

Proposition 3 Suppose the government introduces a tariff or increases the pollution tax under pollution tax

revenue-financed public abatement. In these circumstances, if the pollution abatement undertaken by the
private sector is optimally-provided tEr =  while it is by the public sector is under-provided gr PE > , and

the elasticity of pollution emissions with respect to the pollution tax rate is greater or equal to unity 1≥ε ,

then the introduction of a tariff is a welfare-superior policy.

The result exhibited in proposition 3 calls for trade protectionism because an introduction of a tariff can

increase the tax base of public abatement and welfare. However, an introduction of a tariff runs counter to

PPP (i.e., polluter pays principle) in the sense that it protects a dirty industry and it thus would not be

allowed in reality although it may receive attention in academic literature.

5. Optimal Trade and Environmental Policies

In this section, we derive the optimal tax rate with the aid of the welfare consequences of the tariff and

the pollution tax in the situation in which either pollution tax revenue or tariff revenue is earmarked for the

financing of public abatement. In the first place, we obtain the optimal pollution tax rate by setting

0=dt/du  in equations (5) and (7)’. We have:

)]sEPE(RRP/[)}sEPE(z]sRR)sEE[(P{t prgrttttgprgrptttprrg
o
p −−+−−+−−= αα 　　(12)

]R)sEP/[(]}REP)EP(R[s]sRR)sEE[(P{t ttprgttprgrgptptttprrg
o
s ββ ++−+−−=      (13)

Equation (12) shows the optimal pollution tax rate under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement,

while equation (13) shows it under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. Observing the right-hand side

of equations (12) and (13), one should notice that the optimal pollution tax rate is positive regardless of
which tax revenue-financed public abatement is used if we assume gr PE > , 0<prE , and

0>+ prg sEP β , as ensured by stability.
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Like the optimal pollution tax rate, we can obtain the optimal tariff rate by setting 0=ds/du  in equations

(9) and (11)’. To make the analysis easier, we assume that pollution does not affect the consumption

decision of households (i.e., 0=prE 15 ). We have:

ppgrggrtp
o
p MP/)]tE(P)PE(t[Rs −−−= α                           (14)

]MPM)EP/[(]M)PE(PR)tE[(s ppgpprgpgrgtpr
o
s −−−+−= ββ              (15)

where o
ps  indicates the optimal tariff rate under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement and o

ss

indicates the optimal tariff rate under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. If we assume that tEr =

and gr PE >  then the optimal tariff rate is positive regardless of which tax revenue-financed public

abatement, 0>o
ps , 0>o

ss . The reason why the optimal tariff rate is positive is that pollution abatement is

undertaken not only by the private sector but also by the public sector. Regarding this, pollution abatement

is optimally undertaken by the private sector, such that tEr = , whereas pollution abatement undertaken by
the public sector is under-provided, such that gr PE > . Hence the optimal tariff could be positive to

sufficiently provide public abatement regardless of which tax revenue-financed public abatement.

In the final analysis, we show the jointly optimal trade and environmental policies with the aid of

equations (12), (13), (14), and (15). In the first place, we derive the optimal environmental policy reflecting
the optimal trade policy. In this context we maintain the assumption 0=prE  for the sake of simplicity.

Substituting equation (14) into (12) and substituting equation (15) into (13) yield

)}PPE]()R(MR/{[}M)PE(z])R(MR[EP{t ggrtpppttppgrptppttrg
oo
p +−+−++= ααα 22

(16)

]})R(MR[P/{}RM)PE(])R(MR[EP{t tpppttgptpgrptppttrg
oo
s

22 +−++= β      (17)

Regarding equations (16) and (17), if we assume that gr PE > , and 02 <+ )R(MR tppptt , which is

ensured by sufficiently large private abatement effect ttR , then the optimal pollution tax rate reflecting the
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optimal tariff becomes positive regardless of which tax revenue financed public abatement 0>oo
pt  and

0>oo
st . By comparing equations (16) and (17), we have

=− oo
p

oo
s tt  Πααααβ /}zMP])R(MR[EP)PPE(MR){PE( ppgtpppttrgggrpptgr −+++−− 2

(18)
Regarding the right-hand side of equation (18), if we suppose that gr PE > , and the private abatement

effect ttR  is sufficiently large enough to guarantee

02 <++−= ])R(MR)[PPE(P tpppttggrg ααΠ  and 02 <−+ ppgtpppttrg zMP])R(MR[EP αα ,

then we obtain oo
p

oo
s tt > . This implies that the optimal pollution tax rate reflecting the optimal tariff rate

is higher under tariff revenue-financed public abatement than it is under pollution tax revenue-financed

public abatement.

Proposition 4 Suppose the government maximizes welfare by altering the pollution tax and the tariff. In

these circumstances, if the following assumptions are established—(ⅰ) public abatement is under-
provided gr PE > ; (ⅱ) the pollution is independent of the consumption decision of households 0=prE ;

(ⅲ) the effect of private abatement  is substantial ttR —then the optimal pollution tax rate reflecting the

optimal tariff rate is positive regardless of which tax revenue-financed public abatement and higher under

tariff revenue-financed public abatement than it is under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement.

On the other hand, we also obtain the optimal tariff rate reflecting the optimal pollution tax rate by

substituting equation (12) into (14) and substituting equation (13) into (15).

]})R(MR[P/{)PE(zRs ptppttggrtp
oo
p

2+−= α                    (19)

]})R(MR)[PPE/{(RM)PE(s ptppttggrttpgr
oo
s

2++−−−= βββ           (20)

where 0>oo
ps  and 0>oo

ss  if we assume gr PE >  and 02 <+ )R(MR tppptt . By comparing equations

(19) and (20), we obtain

Θββα /}RMP])PE(P[zR){PE(ss ttpggrgtpgr
oo
p

oo
s +−+−−=−           (21)
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where ]})R(MR)[PPE]}{()R(MR[P{ ptppttggrptppttg
22 ++−+= ββΘ

Observing the right-hand side of equation (21), we obtain oo
p

oo
s ss <  if we assume gr PE > , the effect of

private abatement is sufficiently large enough to guarantee 02 <+ )R(MR tppptt , and

0>+−+ ttpggrgtp RMP])PE(P[zR ββα . The following proposition summarizes the result shown in

equation (21).

Proposition 5 Suppose the government maximizes welfare by altering the pollution tax and the tariff. In

these circumstances, if the following assumptions are established—(ⅰ) public abatement is under-
provided gr PE > ; (ⅱ) the pollution emission is independent from the consumption of importable good,

0=prE ; and (ⅲ) the effect of private abatement ttR  (i.e., private abatement) is substantial —then the

optimal tariff rate reflecting the optimal pollution tax rate is positive regardless of which tax revenue-

financed public abatement and higher under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement than it is

under tariff revenue-financed public abatement.

The intuition behind proposition 4 is analogous to proposition 1 except for the assumption 0=prE . Despite

this assumption, we can conclude that the magnitude of the welfare improvement is higher under tariff

revenue-financed public abatement than it is under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement when

the government increases the pollution tax. That is, an increase in the pollution tax increases tariff revenue

by means of a reduction in the output of the importable good. In turn, it increases public abatement and

welfare under tariff revenue-financed public abatement as tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of

public abatement and public abatement is under-provided. In contrast, an increase in the pollution tax rate

reduces public abatement and welfare under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement by means of a

reduction in the tax base of public abatement under the assumption, which says that the magnitude of

private abatement is substantial. This causes a downward pressure to increase the pollution tax. Hence, the

optimal pollution tax rate is higher under tariff revenue-financed public abatement than it is under pollution

tax revenue-financed public abatement.

In case of the optimal trade policy, it seems interesting that an imposition of a tariff should be justified

regardless of which tax revenue-financed public abatement, as suggested by proposition 5.

With regard to pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement, a reduction in the tax base of public

abatement would be large under that assumption, which says that private abatement effect is large. As a

consequence, welfare declines under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement because public

abatement is assume to be under-provided. In this context, the tariff imposition can be justified in order to

increase the tax base of public abatement, thereby welfare, as suggested by proposition 3. With regard to
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tariff revenue-financed public abatement, the imposition of the tariff can also be justified on the ground that

the government budget constraint requires tariff revenue to finance public abatement. Regarding this, the

imposition of the tariff raises pollution emissions that harm welfare; however it can be mitigated by

increasing the pollution tax. For this reason, the optimal tariff rate reflecting the optimal pollution tax rate

is positive even under tariff revenue-financed public abatement. Nevertheless, the optimal tariff rate

reflecting the optimal pollution tax rate under tariff revenue-financed public abatement is smaller than it is

under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. The reason is attributed to the fact that the tax base

of public abatement declines under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement if private abatement

effect is large, while the tax base of public abatement may not decline under tariff revenue-financed public

abatement. Above all, what we can learn from proposition 5 is that the harmonization of free trade (i.e.,

zero tariffs) and the environmental protection undertaken by tax revenue-financed public abatement would

not be achieved if pollution tax revenue or tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of public

abatement.

6. Concluding remarks

This paper has consistently shown that pollution tax revenue, conventionally known as the source of

environmental funds aimed at public abatement, could not be used for that purpose when governments

increase a pollution tax or reduce a tariff, whereas tariff revenue, conventionally known as general tax

revenue, returned to households could be used for environmental funds aimed at public abatement when

governments increase a pollution tax or reduce a tariff. In particular, when governments increase a

pollution tax, tariff revenue-financed public abatement is a welfare superior policy compared with pollution

tax revenue-financed public abatement if the following assumptions are established: (1) the cost of public

abatement is small, and public abatement is under-provided; (2) the marginal willingness to pay for

pollution abatement is higher than the pollution tax rate; (3) the consumption of importable goods is a

substitute for pollution ; and (4) the elasticity of pollution emissions with respect to the pollution tax rate is

greater than unity. The last of these assumptions ensures that a reduction in the amount of pollution

emissions undertaken by increasing a pollution tax erodes the tax base of public abatement, and it thus

undermines further public abatement activities under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. This

implies that private abatement undertaken by the private sector would not be compatible with public

abatement undertaken by the public sector under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. In

contrast, the tax base of public abatement may rise under tariff revenue-financed public abatement under

the assumption that pollution is a substitute for the demands for importable goods. Relaxing this

assumption, however, may not affect the results obtained in this paper. That is, we have another channel to

increase tariff revenue such that a reduction in a tariff reduces the production of importable goods and so

the demand for import rises. Hence, tariff revenue rises despite the fact that the demands for importable
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goods are independent from pollution. As a consequence, we can reproduce the same results shown in each

proposition.

Another insight obtained in this paper is that trade liberalization, as a result of reducing a tariff,

increases welfare when tariff revenue is earmarked for the financing of public abatement, and the

magnitude of the welfare improvement is higher under tariff revenue-financed public abatement than it is

under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. The reason is the same when increasing a pollution

tax in the sense that private abatement undertaken by reducing a tariff would not be compatible with public

abatement undertaken by the public sector as a result of a reduction in the tax base of public abatement

under pollution tax revenue-financed public abatement. These results are relevant for countries where

governments seek the fund earmarked for the financing of public abatement and harmonize private

abatement with public abatement.

 Finally, we should not overlook the case in which the harmonization of free trade and the

environmental protection undertaken by public abatement financed by pollution tax revenue or tariff

revenue would not be achieved. This may give rise to an unexplored concern regarding free trade and

environmental protection to the countries in which an import competing sector protected by a tariff

generates pollution emissions and the government seeks the revenues earmarked for the financing of

environmental funds.
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Notes

1. The lion’s share of environmental financing in Eastern Europe, Caucasus, and Central Asia (EECCA)

goes to water supply and sanitation sector (50-85 % of total expenditure) (see OECD 2006 b p.12).

2. In Georgia, experts from Ministry of the Environment estimated that in 1999 about 1.2% of the

government budget was spent on environmental purposes, including water supply. About 80% of the total

environmental spending was related to water and waste water infrastructure (see OECD 2006 b, p.45).

3. Brett and Keen (2000) express concern regarding the earmarking of pollution tax revenue for particular

spending programs in the presence of political uncertainty.

4. The actual example refers to the Bulgarian environmental fund; in that fully one-third of the

environmental fund of Bulgaria in 1993 was generated by a tax on the import of second-hand automobiles

(see OECD 1995, p. 45). Another example goes to The State Environment Fund established in Czech

republic such that charges on the import substances damaging the Earth’s ozone layer are earmarked for the

financing of the fund (see OECD 2006 a, p 41).
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5. Many developing countries have historically protected heavy industries from imports, and these

industries are relatively pollution-intensive (see Ferrantino 1997).

6. The case of imported public abatement is presented in Hadjiyiannis et al. (2002, 2004) and the case of an

imported public good presented in Michael and Hatzipanayotou (2001).
7. In this paper, we assume that 0>−= gzr .

8. See Appendix for the derivation of comparative statics.
9. The homogeneity of expenditure function E follows that upu

*
u EE)sp(E 1++= , where 1 denotes the price

of good y. Hence one obtains 01 >+=− upu
*

puu EEpsEE  because good x and good y are assumed to be

normal goods.
10. One can obtain 01 >ε−−=− )(tRtttRz  when 1<−=ε tR/tttR .

11. Totally differentiate the earmarked pollution tax revenue tzG α=  with respect to t. Then one obtains
)(tR)tttRz(dt/dG ε−α−=−α= 1 . Regarding this, one obtains 0>dt/dG  if we assume 1<ε .

12. We define the government’s budget constraint as ggPpsMB −= β  and assume 0<dg/Bd &  if the

equilibrium is locally stable. We can obtain ]pusE)(uE/[dg/Bd βΩ −−−= 1&  with the aid of equation (2),

which implies 0>Ω  and 0])1([ >−− pusEuE β .

13. Another effect that increases tariff revenue is the income effect such that a reduction in a tariff increases

the income level of households (i.e., gains from trade and gains from environmental clean-up), thereby

increasing the demand for imports.
14. From equation (8), we can obtain 00 >−== gtps P/tRds/dg α .

15. The assumption 0=prE , which says that pollution and consumption are separable, does not strain the

results shown in proposition 1, 2, and 3. Also the optimal pollution tax rate is positive regardless of which
tax revenue-financed public abatement under the assumptions 0=prE  and gr PE > .
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Appendix

Totally differentiating (1)–(3) yields:

dg]sE)(E[dz]sE)(t)(E[du]sE)(E[ prrprrpuu ββαβ −−−−−−−+−− 1111

ds]MsM)[(dt]sR)(z[ ppppt βββα −−+−+−= 11             (A.1)

dtRdsRdz tttp −−=                            (A.2)
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ds)sMM(dt)zsR(dg)sEP(dz)sEt(sE pppptprgprpu ββαβββαβ ++−−=+++−−        (A.3)

Substituting equation (A.2) into (A.1) and (A.3) yields:

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+−
−−−−−

dg
du

)sEP(sE
]sE)(E[]sE)(E[

prgpu

prrpuu

ββ
ββ 11

dt
)]RRE(s)ztR([

}sR)()ztR(R]sE)(tE{[

ptttprtt

ptttttprr
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
++−−

−−−+−−−
=

βα
βαβ 11

ds
)]sMMRsE(tR[

}MsM)(R]sE)(t)(E{[

ppptpprtp

ppptpprr
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−−+−

−−+−−−−
+

βα
βββα 111

          (A.4)

The determinant of the coefficient matrix of the unknown variables isΩ , which is:

]sE)(E[sE)sEP](sE)(E[ prrpuprgpuu ββββΩ −−−+−−= 11

which can be rewritten as:

rpupugprgu EsEsE)(P)sEP(E βββΩ −−−+= 1

The sign of Ω  is positive by the stability shown in footnote 8.
One also obtains equations (4) and (5) by setting 0,00 =<< βα  and obtains equations (6) and (7) by

setting 100 <<= βα ,  in equation (A.4).
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